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Synthese publishes articles in all the fields covered by the
subtitle. These include the theory of knowledge; the general
methodological problems of science, such as the problems
of scientific discovery and scientific inference, of induction
and probability, of causation and of the role of mathematics,
statistics and logic in science; the methodological and foun-
dational problems of the different departmental sciences, in
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symbolic logic and of the foundations of mathematics which
are relevant to the philosophy and methodology of science;
and those facets of the history and sociology of science
which are important for contemporary topical pursuits.
Special attention is paid to the role of mathematical, logical
and linguistic methods in the general methodology of
science and in the foundations of the different sciences, be
they physical, biological, behavioural or social.
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Philosophical Studies was founded in 1950 by Herbert
Feigl and Wilfrid Sellars to provide a periodical dedicated to
work in analytic philosophy. The journal is devoted to the
quick publication of analytical contributions, particularly (but
not exclusively) in epistemology, philosophical logic, the
philosophy of language, and ethics. Papers applying formal
techniques to philosophical problems are particularly wel-
come. The principal aim is to publish articles that are models
of clarity and precision in dealing with some significant
philosophical issues. Articles in the journal are intelligible to
philosophers whose expertise lies outside the subject matter
of the article. It is intended that a diligent reader of the journal
will be kept informed of the major problems and contributions
of contemporary analytic philosophy.
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The primary purpose of Nous is to publish outstanding essays that extend the
frontiers of philosophical research. Nous emphasizes positive theoretical work-
that takes full account of current developments in philosophy. There are no
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philosophical orientation of the discussion. Nous offers several distinctive services
to its readers:

CRITICAL REVIEWS: Each issue contains detailed evaluations of a few
important recent philosophical books.
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Association Western meetings.
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Linguistics and Philosophy is a journal for studies of natural
languages and will interest philosophers as well as linguists.
Contributions come in the form of articles, review articles,
notes, discussions, and remarks and replies. Topics which fall
within the scope of the journal include:
- Traditional areas in the philosophy of language such as

meaning and truth, reference, description, entailment,
speech acts;

- Traditional areas of linguistics such as syntax, semantics
and pragmatics (when the studies are of sufficient explicit-
ness and generality to be of philosophical interest as well);

- Systems of logic with strong connections to natural language:
modal logic, tense logic, epistemic logic, intensional logic;

- Philosophically interesting problems at the intersection of
linguistics and other disciplines: language acquisition, lan-
guage and perception, language as a social convention;

- Philosophical questions raised by linguistics as a science:
linguistic methodology, the status of linguistic theories, the
nature of linguistic universals;

- Aspects of artificial intelligence concerned with language
such as computational linguistics and natural language
processing.
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